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A biomaterial can be defined as a material intended to interface with biological systems to evaluate, 
treat, augment or replace any tissue, organ or function of the body. Major problems allied with 
biomaterials are their properties and the biocompatibility which have to be tackled and resolved 
before promoting it to the market or implanting it into the biological system. To enhance the 
biocompatibility of the biomaterials, several surface modification strategies such as physico-
chemical, mechanical and biological modifications were explored. In this review, some recent 
applications of physico-chemical modification technologies such as alteration in the structure of a 
molecule by chemical modification, surface grafting, abrasive blasting and acid etching, surface 
coatings, heat and steam treatment for medical materials like polymers, metals, ceramics and 
nanocomposites were discussed. This article will promote physico-chemical modification as a 
versatile technology in surface engineering to improve the properties and biocompatibility of 
medical materials. Further, it will instigate the growth of biomaterial market with various high 
quality biomaterials. 

 

1. Introduction: 

Biomaterial is used to make medical devices that replace a part or a 
function of the body in a safe, reliable, economic and physiologically 
acceptable manner [1]. The global biomaterial market is expected to 
record close to 15% yearly growth for the ten-year period ending 
2017 to reach $84 billion [2]. Recently, biomaterials have wide 
spread application in various biological systems such as skeletal 
(bone plate, total joint replacements), muscular (sutures, muscle 
stimulator), nervous (cardiac pacemaker, nerve stimulator), 
endocrine (microencapsulated pancreatic islet cells), reproductive 
system (augmentation mammoplasty), dental and maxillofacial 
applications (cosmetic replacements), drug-delivery system [3, 4]. 
Biomaterials are majorly classified into the four main categories 
namely metals, ceramics, polymers and biological substances. The 
selection of biomaterial depends on the surrounding environment 
where it will be implanted. The implanted material should not cause 
any adverse effects like allergy, inflammation and toxicity either 
immediately after surgery or under post operative conditions [5]. The 
first requirement of biomaterial is that the material must be 
biocompatible; it means that the organism should not treat it as a 
foreign object. Biocompatibility is a fundamental property which 
decides the excellence of a biomaterial and its application in medical 

field. The term biocompatibility denotes the ability of a material to 
perform with an appropriate host response in a specific situation [6]. 
Biocompatibility has been discussed in lots of works with escalating 
curiosity in assessing the characteristics of medical materials and 
devices and also the responses caused by its components. 
Biocompatibility covers many aspects of the material, including its 
physical, mechanical and chemical properties, toxic, mutagenic and 
allergenic effects, so that no noteworthy injuries or harmful effects 
on the biological function of cells and individuals take place. In 
order to have better knowledge, readers may refer to the following 
cited articles [7, 8]. Blood compatibility refers to the events takes 
place within the biological system when the material surface comes 
in contact with the blood and its components. Blood compatibility is 
the outstanding property of the implant material especially for the 
devices that makes contact with blood [9]. Thus, we can describe 
blood compatibility as the ability of the material to perform its 
function in a particular situate without bringing out any blood-

related complications. Whenever the blood comes in contact with 
the implants (biomaterial), it will direct to the complications such as 
interaction of blood components with surfaces resulting in protein 
and water adsorption, blood cells interfere with the surface of 
biomaterial and these events lead to haemostasis and coagulation 
[10]. Until the biocompatibility of a material is confirmed, it must be 
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subjected to various studies ranging from in vitro assays to clinical 
trials, in the areas of pharmaceutics, biology, chemistry and 
toxicology to validate its use as biomaterial. Secondly, the material 
should allow the biological system to resume its natural functioning. 
Thirdly, the material should be mechanically sound; for the 
replacement of load bearing structures, the material should possess 
equivalent or greater mechanical stability to ensure high reliability of 
the graft [11]. It is vital to modify the biomaterial surfaces in order to 
control the subsequent interaction of implant surface with blood or 
biological system and it responses for particular applications.  

Surface modification approaches namely physico-chemical, 
mechanical and biological methods are in use. These three categories 
are further subdivided into sub categories. In our review we mainly 
focus on physico-chemical modification of biomaterials to improve 
the blood compatibility of the biomaterial. The most important 
techniques involved in physicochemical method are modifying the 
surface by chemical means, surface grafting, abrasive blasting and 
acid etching, surface coating, high temperature treatments (thermal 
treatment, vapour and steam treatment), as shown in figure 1. 

 

 
 
Figure 1: Physico-chemical modification technologies and its 
strategies 
 
 
2. Surface treatment:  

The surface characteristics of all types of biomaterials act as a key 
role in determining the biocompatibility of a particular implant. 
When choosing the biomaterial to communicate with the biological 
system, the first important criterion to inspect is that of 
biocompatibility [12]. The biocompatibility and cellular interactions 
of the biomaterial based on the surface characteristics. The 
properties such as surface roughness, hardness, temperature, surface 
chemistry, surface reactivity (inert or active), wettability and surface 
charge (surface free energy) are the surface characteristics that plays 
a major function in cell adhesion, cell spreading, cell proliferation 

and tissue formation [13]. The response of host organism in 
macroscopic, cellular and protein levels to biomaterials is closely 
associated with the surface properties of the material. The 
appropriate physico-chemical properties of a biomaterial required for 
implantation will depend on the corresponding biomedical 
application and it can be modified by performing surface treatment 
techniques. Surface modification is the process of modifying the 
surface of a material by changing the physical or chemical 
characteristics different from the ones originally found on the 
surface of a material which can be carried out in nanoscale or bulk 
level. The nanoscale surface modification is an important technique 
in the field of nanotechnology which involves in nanofabrication that 
can modify both the topography and the chemistry of the surface in 
nanometric level. In nanoscale modification, the modifications of 
substrates are carried out in nano domain. For example, in coating 
technology, the thickness of the films is in the range of nanometers. 
The nanomolecular layers are less than 10 nm thickness, used to 
produce nanoscale modifications [14]. After performing the 
nanoscale modification, the effect of modification was studied by 
nanometric analysis including scanning tunneling microscopy 
(STM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM) which shows nanolevel 
pit formations and average rougness in nanometers. The parameters 
such as cell adhesion, proliferation involved in interaction 
mechanism of modified surface with biological substances also 
controlled in nanoscale [15]. The surface coating with nanoparticles 
decreases the negative properties of the material and enhances the 
osteoblast cell adhesion and proliferation when compared with the 
microparticle coatings. It has been noted that the smooth surface on 
microlevel surface modification is not necessarily need to be smooth 
on nanolevel modification [16]. On the other hand, nano engineered 
surfaces can directly influence the biological properties and will be 
more useful in the applications of tissue regeneration functionalities 
than the bulk surface modification [17]. Whereas in bulk 
modification, a large surface was subjected to modification 
techniques in order to modify its bulk properties. During bulk 
surface modification the bulk properties i.e. the properties result 
from relating to the greater number of atoms present in the sample 
gets changed. In contrast to nanoscale surface modification, the 
objective of bulk modification is to change wide range of properties 
including mechanical, physical and chemical characteristics [18].The 
interactions between blood and a material surface depend on the 
blood composition, blood flow and surface characteristics of the 
implanted material defined by its physico-chemical properties [19]. 
The modification can be done by different methods with an objective 
to altering a wide range of surface properties, such as surface 
roughness, hydrophilicity, surface charge, biocompatibility and 
reactivity [20-23]. In this review, we will discuss on chemical 
modification, surface grafting, abrasive blasting and acid etching, 
surface coating, thermal treatment, vapour and steam treatment, the 
major techniques of physico-chemical modification to enhance the 
biocompatibility of the biomaterial in forth coming chapters. 

3. Chemical modification: 

Chemical modification includes alkali hydrolysis, covalent 
immobilization and wet chemical methods are only three of the 
many ways to chemically modify a surface. The surface is prepared 
with surface activation, where several functionalities are positioned 
on the material surface to chemically modify the surface and studies 
have shown that chemical modification enhances the 
biocompatibility. The wet chemical method is one of the mostly 
chosen methods where the chemical species are dissolved in an 
organic solution and reactions take place to reduce the hydrophobic 
nature. Surface stability is higher in chemical modification than in 
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physical adsorption. It also offers better biocompatibility towards 
cell growth and bodily fluid flow. Thus chemical modification is 
significantly used surface treatment for all types of biomaterials such 
as polymers, metals, ceramics and nanocomposites. 

3.1 Chemical modification of polymers: 

Lim et al. has established biological progressions including protein 
adsorption, cell proliferation, and gene expression can be restricted 
to some extent using chemical methods to modify the surface 
properties of biocompatible materials leading to controlled surface 
functionalization of the material [24]. It was stated that poly(lactic-
coglycolicacid) can be nanostructured by chemical etching with 
sodium hydroxide  (NaOH), resulting in a material surface features 
to enhance the activity of various cell types [25, 26]. Balakrishnan et 
al. subjected polyvinyl chloride (PVC) to amination under 
concentrated solution of ethylenediamine followed by PEG 
treatment. In that study, platelet studies were performed and 
conclude that the platelet adhesion is significantly reduced for the 
modified PVC compared to control PVC. The contact angle 
measurements depicted an increase in hydrophilicity of modified 
polymeric surface [27]. Yvette et al. tailored the surface of 
polyurethanes (PUs) by covalent attachment of dipyridamole 
(trademarked as Persantine), to confirm the inhibition of thrombus 
formation and adherence of blood platelets upon exposure to human 
platelet rich plasma (PRP) [28]. The polyethersulfone (PES) 
membrane was modified into hydrophilic functionality to depress 
protein adsorption and platelet adhesion. The activated partial 
thromboplastin time (APTT) for the modified PES membranes was 
increased, resulted in enhanced blood compatibility [29, 30]. 
Saravana et al. investigated the blood compatibility of metallocene 
polyethylene (mPE) after treating the polymer surface with 
hydrochloric acid (HCl). Contact angle analysis of the treated sample 
indicated an increase in hydrophilicity. FTIR results showed there is 
no notable changes on functional group, SEM images of modified 
samples proved that acid tailored surface is engaged with pits 
formation. Blood coagulation assays like prothrombin time (PT) and 
activated partial thromboplastin time (APTT) revealed that there is a 
delay in the clotting on the surface of treated samples. The outcome 
of haemolytic assay depicted minor damage to red blood cells (RBC) 
compared to the untreated sample. Platelet adhesion assay showed 
that the number of platelets adhering on the surface of the treated 
polymer was considerably less than that on the untreated surface 
[31]. Surface modification of polyurethane (PU) was performed by 
blending the sulfonated polyrotaxanes (PRx-SO (3)'s) with a PU 
solution, followed by solution casting. The incorporation of PRx-SO 
(3)'s on PU led to the enhancement of hydrophilicity by changing the 
surface properties of the PU matrix. Thus, surface modification with 
PRx-SO (3)'s is recommended to be valuable for the fabrication of 
biocompatible medical devices [32]. Poly(acrylonitrile-co-maleic 
acid)s (PANCMAs) were tethered with poly(ethylene glycol)s 
(PEGs). The chemical modification on the membrane surface were 
characterized by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy and the 
hydrophilicity, blood compatibility of the PEG-tethered PANCMA 
membrane were examined by water contact angle, plasma platelets 
adhesion and cell adhesion measurements. The results were revealed 
that the hydrophilicity of the membrane can be improved 
significantly, and the protein adsorption, platelets adhesion and 
macrophage attachment on the membrane surface are obviously 
suppressed [33]. The chemical modification of polymers may 
produce new polymeric material which cannot be synthesized by 
polymerization of monomers, considered as an advantage of 
chemical modification of polymers, even though non-specific 
interactions also exists [34]. 

3.2 Chemical modification of metals: 

Hansson et al. treated the titanium material surface with 
polyethylene glycol (PEG) and proved that after PEG treatment the 
material has outstanding blood compatibility by providing resistance 
to the adhesion of small bio-molecules like fibrinogen and cells such 
as platelets and leukocytes [35]. The surface chemical composition 
was also changed by means of alkali modification to improve the 
biocompatibility as well as bioactivity of titanium (Ti) implant. The 
chemical modification of Ti implant with hydrofluoric (HF) acid 
results in the reduction of hydrocarbon content which leads to 
increase in surface energy and potential of bio-acceptability of Ti-
implant [36]. NaOH treatment of titanium implant results in the 
formation of sodium titanate on the treated surface and the 
histological assessment, scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
observation shows new bone was formed on the surface of alkali-
modified implants and the bone grew more rapidly than the 
unmodified implants [37, 38]. The cytotoxicity evaluation of phytic 
acid treated WE43 magnesium alloy showed that the 
biocompatibility of the phytic acid treated WE43 Mg alloy is much 
better than the blank WE43 magnesium alloy. From the haemolysis 
test results, we infer that the modified samples with more Phy-Mg 
complex will have a better biocompatibility [39]. In another study, 
the pure titanium (Ti) and titanium alloy (Ti-6Al-4V) specimens 
were implanted into the mice with and without any surface 
treatment.  After 3 months of implantation, the biocompatibilities of 
unmodified and modified implants were examined by in vitro and in 
vivo experiments. The outcome of these experiments point out that 
the commercial pure Ti and Ti-6Al-4V alloy specimens treated with  
alkali (KOH)  have a better biocompatibility than commercial pure 
Ti and Ti-6Al-4V alloy specimens without the alkali treatment [40]. 
Parsapour et al. treated the stainless steel with HNO3 followed by 
H2SO4 and ended the surface treatment with Nb coating to form a 
passive layer on the surface. The end product of acid treated, Nb 
coated stainless steel shows improved biocompatibility [41]. The 
chemical modification of metals produces desired topographical 
properties with enhanced biocompatibility which directly based on 
the chemical reagents used for the surface modification for particular 
application. 

3.3 Chemical modification of ceramics: 

The surface chemical modification of ceramics improves the 
biocompatibility and the influence of chemical treatment on cellular 
behavior was studied. The in vitro study inspects the effect of 
surface chemistry modification of bio-ceramics on human bone-
derived cells (HBDCs) and concluded that the surface chemistry 
affects the cell adhesion [42] and a negative potential was effective 
in increasing the adhesiveness with increasing wettability, even 
though living cells have negative charges [43]. Al2O3 bio-ceramic 
was implanted with NH2 + ions and it was found that the quantity of 
amidogen radicals implanted on the ceramic surface was 
proportional to the dosage of NH2 + ions used during the ion 
implantation process. In addition, when implantation power of 100 
keV was used, highest amount of NH2 radicals would be implanted 
on the Al2O3 ceramic surface. The results of biocompatibility test 
shows that the ceramic surfaces implanted with NH2 + ions have 
better biocompatibility compared to the unimplanted Al2O3 bio-
ceramic surface [44]. Calcium silicate (CS), a biodegradable ceramic 
was chemically modified by partially replacing the calcium sites by 
strontium. The SEM images of modified ceramic surface indicate 
improved bioactivity as well the biocompatibility of the ceramic 
material [45]. The surface of yttria-tetragonal zirconia polycrystal 
(Y-TZP) was modified by hydrothermal treatment. The topographies 
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of modified Y-TZP specimens were analyzed by contact angle assay, 
XRD, FTIR, AFM, and FE-SEM. Then, the RGD-peptide was 
immobilized on the surface of the Y-TZP by chemical treatment and 
the resultant surface was analyzed by SEM, FTIR. The results 
indicate that the cell activity and biocompatibility were better for 
RGD-peptide immobilized Y-TZP than that on the unmodified Y-
TZP [46]. From the reported literatures, the bioactivity of chemically 
modified ceramics was significantly increased and the selection of 
chemical reaction for particular application remains a challenge. 

3.4 Chemical modification of nanocomposites: 

In surface modification of nanocomposite scaffolds, gelatin was 
initially entrapped onto the surface and heparin was subsequently 
immobilized on entrapped gelatin. The surface-modification 
improved the wettability of scaffolds [47]. Nano-
hydroxyapatite/poly (e-caprolactone) (PCL) particles were modified 
with silane coupling agent KH-792 shows positive effect on 
biocompatibility than the control group [48]. PVA (polyvinyl 
alcohol)/starch composite were subjected to surface treatment to 
enhance the biocompatibility. The modified surfaces were studied by 
FTIR and contact angle measurements. The results of this study 
conclude that the surface characteristics based on the type and 
number of incorporated nanoparticles as well as on the treatment 
applied. [49]. Nano-hydroxyapatite (nHA) was wrapped using 
polypropylene glycol (PPG) and these nHA particles were 
successfully introduced on the polyurethane surface. The coagulation 
assays were performed displays delay in clotting time and MTT 
assay confirmed the biocompatibility of the modified nano-
hydroxyapatite (nHA) composite [50]. Adhikari et al. studied the 
polymer-matrix nanocomposites based on poly(lactic-co-glycolic) 
acid (PLGA) and graphene platelets (GNPs) and their 
biocompatibility was examined and suggested that PLGA/GNP 
nanocomposites showed better biocompatibility for cell growth 
with/without graphenes functionalization compared to pure PLGA 
[51]. The nanomaterial was surface modified with polydopamine 
(PDA) in a controlled manner compared to the water-phase 
polymerization. A PDA-shelled nanocomposite depicts reduced 
toxicity and enhanced biocompatibility [52]. Fe3O4 nanoparticles 
was modified by thiodiglycolic acid (TDGA) and it is used in the 
preparation of magnetite nanoparticles with improved mechanical 
properties and the study with fibroblast cell interaction showed that 
the modified surface have good biocompatibility [53]. The surface of 
nanocapsules was modified with polyethyleoxide (PEO) and 
succinic anhydride and the biomedical tests such as haemolysis, 
thromboelastography (TEG) were conducted over surface modified 
nanocapsules. The outcome of these experiments depicts that the 
PEO surface modification greatly reduced the damaging interactions 
of nanocapsules with red blood cells (RBCs) and platelets [54]. The 
surface of the micron-sized hydroxyapatite (HA) particles was 
modified by in situ polymerization of styrene (St), then compounded 
with high impact polystyrene (HIPS). The surface treated HA 
particles displayed an improved biocompatibility [55]. The chemical 
modification of nanocomposites adds an advantage of agglomeration 
reduction and the effects of modification based on the chemicals 
used [56]. 

4. Surface grafting: 

Surface grafting refers to the addition of polymer chains to the 
surface to change the surface properties. The thin film on material 
surface can be formed through spin casting, precipitation, langmuir-
blodget technique, polymer adsorption and chemical grafting. 
Among these techniques, chemical grafting gains more advantage 

over the other methods because of ease and controllable addition of 
number of polymer chains on the same material surface with high 
surface density, precise localization and long stability of grafted 
layers. Surface grafting offers existing materials with new 
functionalities such as hydrophilicity, adhesion, biocompatibility and 
anti-fogging [57].  

4.1 Surface grafting of polymers: 

The addition of sulfur based (SB) functional groups direct to a 
decrease of hydrophobicity and roughness of the surface. Alves et al. 
grafted the polyurethane film with sulfonic group and the results of 
surface characterization tests and blood compatibility studies 
indicates an enhancement of the modified polyurethane biological 
performance with increased blood compatibility [58].  Feng et al. 
tailored polycarbonateurethane (PCU) surface with Poly(ethylene 
glycol) monoacrylates (PEGMAs) with a molecular weight between 
400 and 1,000 g mol(-1)  to improve the hydrophilicity and 
haemocompatibility of the surface of polycarbonateurethane (PCU). 
The surface-grafted PCU films were characterized by fourier 
transformation infrared spectroscopy, X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy, contact angle, SEM, atomic force microscopy 
measurements and the blood compatibility of the surface was 
evaluated by platelet adhesion tests. The results showed that the 
hydrophilicity of the modified film had been improved significantly 
by grafting PEGMAs, and platelets adhesion onto the film surface 
was noticeably reduced. In addition, the molecular weight of 
PEGMAs had a great influence on the hydrophilicity and 
haemocompatibility of the PCU films after surface modification and 
increased with increasing molecular weight of PEGMAs [59]. Three 
zwitterionic polymers were grafted from silicone rubber (SR) 
membrane. Observing the experimental results, all the zwitterionic 
polymer modified surfaces have better resistance to protein 
adsorption and have excellent resistance to platelet adhesion, 
showing significantly improved blood compatibility [60]. Poly(vinyl 
alcohol) (PVA) was added on chitosan (CS) membrane surface and 
the biocompatibility was evaluated by FTIR, XRD and SEM 
examinations. The results suggest that adding PVA into CS 
membrane could greatly improve CS membrane's flexibility and 
wettability [61]. Acetylated 1-thio-β-D-glucopyranose and 1-thio-β-
D-galactopyranose was grafted onto a homopolymer of 
pentafluorostyrene (PFS) and onto a block copolymer of styrene and 
PFS. Finally the results depicts that the grafted PFS are 
biocompatible for 3T3 fibroblast and MC3T3-E1 preosteoblast cell 
lines [62]. PEG cellulose is obtained by grafting PEG chains onto 
the cellulosic polymer. The results shows that the modified cellulose 
indicates an useful approach to improve biocompatibility of the 
dialysis membrane for hemodialysis[63]. Sulfonated poly(ethylene 
oxide) (PEO) grafted polyurethane (PU) (PU-PEO-SO(3)) was 
examined using scanning electron microscopy, platelet adhesion and 
thrombus formation appeared to be appreciably lesser formed on the 
PU-PEO-SO(3) coated implants compared with control PUs. The 
effectiveness of PU-PEO-SO(3)-coated implants in terms of blood 
compatibility, bio-stability and calcification resistance may provide 
them as a promising biomedical material in the application for 
blood/tissue contacting implants and artificial organs [64]. Surface 
grafting of polymers gains an advantage that the addition of number 
of polymer chains on the polymer surface can be carried out easily 
but the surface modification occurs through reversible physical 
adsorption which is a drawback of grafting technique [65]. 

 

 4.2 Surface grafting of metals: 
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The surface of stainless steel was modified by carbohydrate polymer 
grafting followed by acid-treatment. The surface investigation 
confirmed that the surface was changed from hydrophobic to 
hydrophilic and from rough to smooth. The biological experiments 
revealed that the surface-modified stainless steel not only inhibited 
non-specific fibrinogen adsorption but also repelled most of proteins 
from human blood. The treated stainless steel surfaces have 
improved biocompatibility when compared to bare stainless steel- 
based medical device [66]. Kyomoto et al. grafted a 2-
methacryloyloxyethyl phosphorylcholine (MPC) polymer onto the 
surface of a cobalt-chromium-molybdenum (Co-Cr-Mo) alloy to 
develop a highly biocompatible hip joint for total hip arthroplasty 
and it was confirmed that the grafted metal surface have good 
biocompatibility than the raw cobalt alloy surface [67]. The alkaline 
phosphatase (ALP) enzyme was grafted to titanium and its alloy 
surface and it is proved that the grafted metal surface shows 
improved bioactivity as well as the biocompatibility [68]. 
1H,1H,2H,2H-perfluorodecyl acrylate was added to the surface of 
diamond-like carbon (DLC) deposited titanium metal and the 
resulted surface was analyzed using X-ray photoelectron 
spectroscopy (XPS), contact angle measurement (CA), and 3D 
surface profiler. All results suggest that the biocompatibility and 
functional properties of the modified Ti6Al4V substrates were 
improved [69]. The addition of polymeric chains over the metal 
surface was little complicated and the grafting was not durable but it 
helps to attain the desired properties such as corrosion and abrasion 
resistance [67].  

4.3 Surface grafting of nanocomposites: 

The surface of BaTiO3 nanoparticles was grafted with 1-
tetradecylphosphonic acid (TDPA) to functionalize the surface of 
BaTiO3 nanoparticles. The acid grafted nanoparticle surface was 
analyzed by FTIR, XPS and XRD. These results illustrated that the 
modified surface have improved flexibility and biocompatibility 
[70]. Cheng et al. modified the surface of nano-hydroxyapatite 
fibrous scaffold with polyethylene glycol (PEG) to enhance the 
hydrophilicity of n-HA particles. The results of his study proved 
improved wettability of modified surface [71]. The poly(ε-
caprolactone) PCL-grafted HAp in nanocomposites provided more 
favorable environments for protein adsorption with better 
biocompatibility compared to unmodified HAp. Nanocomposites 
containing PCL-grafted nanophase HAp showed positive effects on 
fibroblast cell adhesion [72]. The surface of BG nanoparticles was 
grafted with L-lactide to yield poly(L-lactide)(PLLA) grafted gel 
particle(PLLA-g-BG). The nanocomposite with 20% PLLA-g-BG 
exhibited superior surface properties, including roughness and 
enhanced cell adhesion. The results depict that the application of 
PLLA-g-BG with a certain blend ratio can improve the bioactivity 
and biocompatibility [73]. Iron/carbon nanoparticles (Fe@CNPs) are 
nanomaterials that are grafted with polymer and their relation 
between biocompatibility and surface chemistry was investigated. 
The outcome of the investigation proved that the surface chemistry 
has major effect on the biocompatibility of the grafted Fe@CNPs 
[74]. The surface grafting of nanocomposites avoids the aggregation 
of nanoparticles and used to form a stable suspension in organic 
solvents but there is possibilities of negative effects on surface 
chemistry. 

5. Abrasive blasting and acid etching: 

Abrasive blasting is the process of forcibly propelling a stream 
of abrasive material against a surface under high pressure to smooth 
a rough surface, roughen a smooth surface, shape a surface, or 

remove surface contaminants or some other substances from the 
material surface [75]. Grit blasting involves projection of ceramic 
particles such as alumina, titanium oxide and calcium phosphate 
particles through a nozzle at high velocity by means of compressed 
air. Depending on the size of the ceramic particles, different surface 
roughness can be produced on medical implants. The blasting 
material should be chemically stable, biocompatible and should not 
produce negative effects on the material surface under treatment [76, 
77]. The clinical benefits in haemodialysis therapy is the removal of 
substances such as beta2-microglobulin (beta2-m) have been 
reported by several authors: elimination of large-molecular weight 
“uremic toxins” is now generally acknowledged as being 
advantageous to the overall quality of life of patients by improving 
the membrane compatibility with human blood [78]. Kim projected 
the ceramic particles towards the surface of titanium implants at high 
velocity to obtain high surface roughness. Then the blasted surface 
of implants was modified by micro-arc oxidation treatment. A 
porous TiO2 layer was formed on the surface that can attribute to the 
excellent biocompatibility [79]. The stable oxide layer over the metal 
surface plays a pivotal role in biocompatibility and so an oxide layer 
was formed on the surface of stainless steel through grit-blasting 
followed by micro-arc oxidation. The modified metal surface shows 
enhanced biocompatibility compared to the control group and the 
modified stainless steel implant is suitable for cementless 
arthroplasty because of its outstanding biocompatibility due to oxide 
layer formation [80]. Lampin et al. sand blasted the poly (methyl 
methacrylate) (PMMA) with alumina particles and the treated 
surface was characterized in comparison with untreated samples. 
The results depicts that the sand blasted PMMA has increased 
surface roughness as well as the hydrophilicity of the polymer 
surface [81]. Hossein et al. sand blasted the titanium (Ti13Zr13Nb) 
surface with alumina particles followed by H2SO4 etching at 25º C 
for 20 seconds. The SLA treated surface was characterized with the 
aid of field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM) and the 
chemical composition is measured through energy dispersive x-ray 
(EDX). The results of FESEM and EDX depicted that SLA treated 
surface have better compatibility [82]. Li et al. established a 
comparison study on various surface treatments of titanium implant 
such as sand blasting, acid etching and finally ended with UV 
radiation. As a whole, UV irradiation was recognized as a 
trustworthy method for surface cleaning without change of 
topography and roughness and lead to greater biocompatibility of 
sandblasted and acid-etched titanium surface [83]. The titanium 
metal implant was treated with hydrofluoric acid solution (HF) and 
then the study of modified surface displayed an increased roughness, 
lower cytotoxicity level and better biocompatibility than the 
untreated implant surface [84]. The abrasive blasting technology 
involves in the removal of contaminants or other substances by 
forcibly propelling of abrasive material  that may affects the 
mechanical properties of the material under modification but it was 
the best choice for surface cleaning of all type of biomaterials[75, 
82]. 

6. Surface Coating: 

Coating is an effective method of surface modification to improve 
the biocompatibility of medical implants [85]. Various methods have 
been developed to coat medical materials such as, plasma spraying 
[86, 87], sputter deposition [88, 89], sol-gel coating [90], 
electrophoretic deposition [91, 92] or biomimetic precipitation [93] 
and dipping method [94], the advantages and disadvantages of these 
coating methods are given in table 1.  
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Table 1: List of merits and demerits of surface coating technologies 

Coating 

Technique 

Thickness 

of coating 

layer 

Merits Demerits 

Plasma 

Spraying 

50-250µm Can coat 
complex 
materials 
 

Needs 
extremely 
high 
temperature, 
de-bonding of 
coated layer. 

Sputter 

Deposition 

0.02-1µm Uniform 
coating 
thickness 

Expensive 
Time 
consuming 
Cannot coat 
complex 
surfaces 

Sol-gel Coating <1µm Can coat 
complex 
shapes, 

Low 
processing 
temperatures 

Requires 
controlled 
atmosphere 
processing 

Electrophoretic 

Deposition 

 

0.1-2.0mm Uniform 
coating 
thickness 

Rapid 
deposition 
rates 

Can coat 
complex 
materials 

Difficult to 
produce 
crack-free 
coatings,  

Requires high 
sintering 
temperatures 

Biomimetic 

deposition  

 

<30 µm Coating of 
complex 
geometries, 

Co-deposition 
of bio-
molecules 

Time 
consuming,  

Requires 
controlled pH 

Dipping 

Method 

0.05-0.5mm Inexpensive 

Coatings 
applied quickly 

Can coat 
complex 
substrates 

Requires high 
sintering 
temperatures,  

Thermal 
expansion  
mismatch 

 

   

Organophosphonic acids and organophosphonates are initially used 
for metal and metal oxide coatings for surface modification and 
modification of metal nanoparticles because of its inherent 
biocompatibility [95]. Mostly medical implants are coated (by 
plasma spraying or other methodologies) with layers of 
hydroxyapatite (HA), because it is rapidly integrated into the human 
body than the other coating materials [96], calcium phosphate to 
improve biocompatibility [97] or mixtures of the two[98]. In Bicon 
Implant System (Boston, USA), Star lock implants (Park Dental 
Research Corp, USA), Osstem (South Korea) surfaces are HA 

coated [99]. Since the application of plasma-sprayed hydroxyapatite 
coatings onto metallic bone implants in the 1980s, the concept of 
implant coatings has shifted from passive protecting thin films to 
active and instructive immobilized layers. Currently, a plethora of 
coating techniques is being investigated to actively coordinate a 
desired biological response at the interface between artificial 
implants and the surrounding living tissue [100].  Butruk et al. 
modified the polyurethane (PU) surface with soybean-derived 
phosphatidylcholine (PC) by one-step dip coating technique. To 
estimate blood compatibility of the resulted material, modified 
samples were contacted with human blood. The PC-treated surfaces 
were thoroughly analyzed and tested for fibrinogen resistance, the 
ability to oppose platelet adhesion, haemolysis ratio and plasma re-
calcification time. Outcome of this analysis demonstrated a 
significant reduction in fibrinogen deposition to PC-modified 
materials as compared to non-modified PU. The proportion of non-
aggregated platelets remaining in blood samples contacted with PC-
coated materials exceeded 70%. The same parameter measured for 
control PU was significantly lower and is about 28% [93]. The 
medical polymer polyurethane was coated with polyaniline (PANi) 
and polyaniline-silver nanoparticle composite (PANi-AgNp) and the 
coated surface characteristics were investigated. Contact angle 
measurement indicates hydrophilic surfaces that are compatible to 
cells when compared unmodified surfaces. These modifications 
make the surface more biocompatible than the original PU. The 
coating of polymers is easy to implement but it decreases the 
resistance to heat and the coating layer is not durable [101]. HA 
coated bone implants have improved biological fixation, shows 
better fixation after 4 weeks of implantation. It can be concluded that 
HA coating was an effective method for improving bone formation 
for orthopaedic implants with enhanced biocompatibility [102]. A 
titanium oxide ceramic coating of 2000 Å to 2500 Å thicknesses on 
the titanium implant surface was subjected to heat treatment to 
enhance the ceramic coating adherence with the metal surface. The 
resulted coated metal surface shows higher surface hardness and it 
was suitable for orthopaedic and dental implants [103]. The ceramic 
coating increases the strength of chemical bonding that holds the 
atoms and molecules together that further improves the hardness of 
the material [104]. The gelatin nano gold (GnG) composite is used 
for surface coating of titanium in addition to insure biocompatibility. 
The surface characterization tests were performed to evaluate the 
haemocompatibility of the modified surface and the results depicts 
that the GnG coated surface have better compatibility than the pure 
titanium [105]. Kim et al. coated the magnesium (Mg) surface with 
hydroxyapatite (HA) in an aqueous solution containing calcium and 
phosphate sources to improve its in vitro and in vivo bio-corrosion 
resistance, biocompatibility and bone response. The preliminary in 
vivo experiments also showed that the bio-corrosion of the Mg 
implant was significantly retarded by HA coating, which resulted in 
good mechanical stability and improved biocompatibility [106]. A 
surface coating of poly(1,3-trimethylene carbonate) (PTMC) on 
magnesium (Mg) alloy was investigated. The haemocompatibility 
and histocompatibility of coated surface were examined and 
compared with control sample. The results revealed that PTMC-
coated surface led to less haemolysis than on the controls [107]. The 
nanocomposites of fibronectin (FN) and gold nanoparticles AuNPs 
(FN-Au) were surface modified and analyzed by the atomic force 
microscopy (AFM), UV-Vis spectrophotometry (UV-Vis), and 
fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR). The 
biocompatibility of the nanocomposites was assessed by the 
response of monocytes and platelets to the material surface in vitro. 
These results recommend that the FN-Au nanocomposite thin film 
coating may serve as a potential and uncomplicated solution for the 
surface modification of blood-contacting medical devices [108]. For 
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all types of raw materials, the advantages of coating technique 
include deposition of holes present in the surface and low processing 
temperature but the selection of coating material still remains a 
challenge [95, 104]. 

7. Thermal Treatment: 

Heat treating is a group of industrial and metal working processes 
used to alter the physical and chemical properties of a material. 
Kawase et al. made a comparison study on control platelet-rich 
fibrin (PRF) with the heat-compressed PRF. The heat treated sample 
appeared plasmin-resistant and remained stable for longer than 10 
days. Moreover, in animal implantation studies, the heat-compressed 
PRF was experimented at least for 3 weeks after implantation in vivo 
whereas the control PRF was completely degraded within 2 weeks. 
Therefore, these findings suggest that the heat-compression 
technique decrease the rate of biodegradation of the PRF membrane 
without sacrificing its biocompatibility [109]. Titanium was 
modified by means of hydrothermal treatment with a maximum 
pressure of 6.3 MPa at 280º C in Calcium oxide (CaO) solution or 
water to improve bioactivity and biocompatibility. As a result, 
calcium titanate was formed on the titanium surface and has 
improved bioactivity and biocompatibility [110]. Titanium was also 
treated with NaOH solution at 60º C for 24 hours followed by heat 
treatment upto 600º C for 1 hr. The results infer that alkali solution-
heat treated surface have improved biocompatibility [111]. Titanium 
implant was sintered with tricalcium phosphate (TCP) by spark 
plasma at 1200º C, the final TCP-Ti composite shows improved cell 
viability and proliferation. In vivo study confirmed that within 3 
months of implantation in an animal body, 70% TCP-Ti had an 
excellent bone-implant interface compared with a pure Ti metal 
implant [112]. In addition to bioactivity, orthopaedic implants 
require porosity for tissue regeneration, heating at high temperatures 
(500-1000ºC) resulted in porosity and directing to positive 
consequent modifications in the mechanical properties and 
biocompatibility, biodegradability and bioactivity of the material 
surface [113, 114]. The effect of heat treatment on the alloys were 
studied and documented that the microstructure of an alloy was 
changed due to the thermal effect; the end results could be useful in 
further understanding the relationship between the biocompatibility, 
wear and corrosion resistance of the alloy, so as to allow the 
development of a promising biomedical material [115]. Bimbo et al. 
demonstrated that thermally hydrocarbonized porous silicon 
(THCPSi) nanoparticles did not induce any significant toxicity, 
oxidative stress, or inflammatory response in Caco-2 and RAW 
264.7 macrophage cells.  On the whole, these silicon-based 
nanosystems exhibit outstanding in vivo stability, biocompatibility, 
low cytotoxicity and non-immunogenic profiles, ideal for oral drug 
delivery purposes [116]. Cui et al. applied hot water and heat 
treatments to transform the titania layers from an amorphous 
structure into a crystalline structure with enhanced compatibility. 
The loads of Ti-OH groups formed by hot water treatment could 
contribute to apatite formation on the surface of titanium metals, and 
subsequent heat treatment would enhance the bond strength between 
the apatite layers and the titanium substrates. Thus, bioactive 
titanium metals could be prepared via hot water followed by heat 
treatment that would be suitable for applications under load-bearing 
conditions [117]. The high operating temperature of thermal 
modification is a major drawback. The polymeric and ceramic 
materials failed to withstand this high level temperature and so 
thermal treatment is mostly preferred for metallic biomaterials, 
possessing high melting point that lead to optimistic changes in 
mechanical and physico-chemical properties of metals. 

8. Vapour and Steam treatment: 

Water vapour is little water droplets that exist in the air, while steam 
is water heated to the point that it turns into gas. In simplified 
science, both are referred to as the gaseous state of water. Steam is 
believed to be basically water vapour at a higher temperature. A 
vapour is a matter in the gas state at a temperature below to its 
critical point and it is used in the field of biomaterial science to 
improve the blood compatibility of the biomaterials [118]. Jensen et 
al. etched polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) for 8-min in water vapour 
at a pressure of 50 m Torr and power of 400 W that resulted in 
unwavering long-term wettability and excellent in vitro cell 
compatibility. Finally it was concluded that water vapour plasma 
may be used to improve biointegration of PDMS implants and 
thereby evade clinical problems related with the formation of a dead 
space [119]. Silicon carbide (SiC), a chemical vapour deposition 
coating for cardiovascular implants resulted in decline in platelet 
adhesion and also less inflammatory reactions. Diamond like carbon 
has comparable advantages as SiC and also it offers higher hardness, 
lower frictional coefficient, chemical inertness, bio-stability, and 
also good blood compatibility making it as graceful alternative for 
the application on vascular stents [120]. Wang et al. used human 
hepatoma cells (BEL-7402)  as model cells to examine cell adhesion, 
spreading and proliferation of cells on zein films before and after 
surface treatment with water vapour and he concluded 
hydrophilicity, cell adhesion were significantly improved after the 
treatment on zein films [121]. Non-woven polyethylene terephthalate 
(NW-PET) was subjected to surface modification under water 
vapour to enhance the compatibility and the outcome of this study 
illustrated that the water vapour treated NW-PET  have improved 
platelet compatibility [122]. The hydroxyapatite (HA) coatings were 
kept in water vapour at 125º C, with a pressure of 0.15 MPa for 6 hr 
to modify amorphous phase in the coating into crystalline HA and 
improved the stability of the coating [123]. Lee et al. established that 
the water vapour treatment is an easy and valuable technique to 
fabricate hydroxyl groups on the polymer surfaces, which possibly 
have a positive effect on cell adherence with increased wettability 
[124].  

Steam is the technical term for the gaseous phase of water, which is 
formed when water boils, frequently used surface treatment for 
biomaterials to seal the interconnected pores and to enhance the 
superficial properties of the material. The treatment with steam 
forms an oxide layer on the material surface that fills the pores on 
the surface thereby increasing the density and also has effect on the 
hardness of the material [125]. Steam treating is the controlled 
oxidation of metals to produce a thin layer of oxide on the surface of 
a component. This process can be used to provide a component with 
improved corrosion resistance, better wear resistance, increased 
surface hardness, wettability [126]. The ferrous components were 
subjected to steam treatment to improve the mechanical properties 
through the formation of oxide layer that gives better 
biocompatibility and the reduced heat required for steam production 
and its environmental benefits makes steam treatment technology as 
a growing application in surface modification [127]. The high 
biocompatibility of Ti and alloys of Ti is due to the formation of 
oxide layer during the process of implant preparation and it can be 
modified by steam sterilization that results in increased oxide layer 
thickness with respect to the unsterilized samples [128].  Rai et al. 
sterilized the poly(glycerol sebacate) (PGS) with steam and 
concluded that the sterilized samples maintain their mechanical 
properties, compatibility and the treated PGS was used for wider 
applications in medical devices [129]. Chen et al. performed 
hydrophilization treatment on graphene surface using steam to 
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reduce the interfacial impedance during cardiac and neural recording 
through converting it into hydrophilic nature that resulted in 
enhanced biocompatibility [130]. The mechanical properties of 
chitosan/hydroxyapatite (HAp) nanocomposites were improved by 
heat treatment with saturated steam which led to the hydrogen bond 
formation between chitosan molecules. The treated nanocomposites 
were implanted into the rats and after 3 weeks of post implantation it 
was found that the cells were seen around the composite 
accompanied with surface roughness showed enhanced 
biocompatibility [131]. The limitation of vapour and steam treatment 
includes that the material under the surface modification should 
tolerate the heat of vapour and steam. It is ease, cost effective and 
there is no need of further sterilization of modified surface are the 
merits of vapour and steam treatment [124].  

9. Conclusion: 

The surface properties and biocompatibility of the biomaterials were 
improved by various surface modification techniques namely 
physico-chemical, mechanical and biological methods. Among these 
techniques, physico-chemical method, a versatile strategy is widely 
used in recent days which include both physical and chemical 
means, frequently the covalent addition of some reagents and high 
temperature treatment. The merits and demerits of each physico-
chemical modification technology for each raw material are listed in 
the table 2. From the results and remarks of various works summed 
up, we can conclude that most of the research has been aimed on 
chemical modifications to improve the biocompatibility by altering 
the surface characteristics of the medical material.  

Mostly all modalities under physico-chemical modification were 
performed on metals and its alloys due to the high mechanical 
strength of metallic bonding that can withstand high temperature 
without losing its shape. The surface treatment of polymers can be 
mainly achieved by surface grafting and coating mechanisms. 

However further experimentation of polymers using other modalities 
may further promote it as a promising biomaterial for various 
biomedical applications. The recent generation of biomaterials such 
as ceramics and nanocomposites are not much subjected to surface 
modifications because of their tailor made characteristics for 
particular biomedical applications. Despite of its pre-defined 
characteristics, there are some deficits with biocompatibility, so 
ceramics and nanocomposites were still expected to be investigated 
in depth to develop insights about the prospect of physico-chemical 
treatments in those materials.  
 
The physico-chemical modification induced changes in the physical 
properties of all biomaterials like modification in their surface 
roughness and wettability. These physical changes due to physico-
chemical modification are graphically represented in the figure 2. 
These physical variations leads to the improved biocompatibility 
decreased platelet adhesion, enhanced protein adsorption and 
reduced red blood cell damage as shown in the figure 3. Biomedical 
materials subjected to physico-chemical modification makes them 
more attractive choice for diverse applications like cardiovascular, 
tissue regeneration and orthopaedic applications since the surfaces 
can be optimized for the particular applications. Hence proper 
exploitation of this strategy will quench the thirst of long time unmet 
demands of biocompatibility.  
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Table 2:  List of merits and demerits of surface modification technologies for each raw material.  

Modification Technology Type of Material Merits Demerits 
 
 
 
 

Chemical modification 
 

Polymer • Produces new polymeric 
material which cannot 
synthesized by 
polymerization reaction 

• Non specific interaction 

                   Metal • Desired topographical 
properties 

• Effects based on chemical 
reagents or molecules used for 
modification 

Ceramics • Increased bioactivity • Selection of chemical reagent 
remains challenge 

 Nanocomposites • Reduction in 
agglomeration 

• Effects based on chemical 
reagents or molecules used for 
modification 

 
 
 
 

Surface Grafting 

            Polymer • Controllable addition of 
polymeric chains 

• Physical adsorption taking place 
is reversible 

Metal  • Better corrosion resistance 
• Improved abrasion 

resistance 

• Non specific localization of 
grafted molecules 

• Complicated process 
Nanocomposites • Aggregation of  

nanoparticles are avoided 
• Forms a stable suspension 

in organic solvents 

• Possibilities of negative effects 
on surface chemistry. 

 
 

 
Abrasive blasting and acid 

etching 

 
Polymer, Metal , Ceramics and 

Nanocomposites 

• Removes contaminants 
• Best choice of surface 

cleaning 

• Forcibly propelling of abrasive 
material may damage the 
surface 

• Mechanical properties may 
affected 

 
 
 
 
 

Surface Coating 
 

Polymer • Deposition of holes 
• Easy to implement 

• Decreased heat resistance 

Metal • Deposition of holes 
• Better corrosion resistance 

• Coating layer is not durable 

Ceramics • Increases the strength of 
chemical bonding 

• Increased hardness 

• Selection of coating material is 
complicated 

Nanocomposites • Enhanced interaction of 
coated material with the 
surface 

• Non stable coating layer 

Thermal treatment Polymer, Metal , Ceramics and 
Nanocomposites 

• Optimistic changes in 
mechanical properties 

• Improved physico-
chemical properties 

• Very high operating temperature 
• Only suitable for the materials 

with high melting point 

Vapour and steam treatment Polymer, Metal , Ceramics and 
Nanocomposites 

• Cost effective 
• No need of further 

sterilization  

• Production of high temperature 
• Produce adverse thermal effects 
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                            Figure 2: Physical changes of the biomaterial surface due to physico-chemical modification 
  
 

                            Figure 3: Enhanced biocompatibility changes induced by the physico-chemical modification 
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